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RUSSIA

We've done quite bit of road building in America in 

tlie last twenty years. But Soviet Russia is starting a new 

network of highways that is planned to dwarf even our tremendous 

system. To this end Dictator Stalin is mobilizing the entire 

population of the Soviet Union. Every citizen between the ages 

of eighteen and forty-five, will receive a call to arms. But 

the arms won't be rifles, heavy cannon and tanks. They'll 

consist of pick and shovel, ploughs, harrows and steam rollers. 

Fifty million men and women will be called upon to do their bit 

and without pay.

This huge undertaking will start late in the spring 

as soon as the weather permits highway engineering jobs*

During the summer, when the crops have to be planted, 

the job will be interrupted. But after the heavy work on the 

farm is finished, the peasants will be back on the roar work 

age in.

■ftoad s to a red utopia



BRAZIL

James MacDonalr!, the League 0f Nations High Commissicner 

for Refugees, has made a suggestion, a proposal that the Jewish 

people v.no have had to flee from Germany, be sent to South America 

to colonize undeveloped lands in Brazil.

Tnere are already sixty thousand Jews in that country, 

and they are getting along quite well. But the Brazilian rulers 

are bs,lking against having fifteen thousand more. Their reason 

is peculiar. The greater part of Brazil’s population is i±±±±xaarifc 

illiterate. Nevertheless, the Brazilians are exceedingly proud 

of their national traditions and customs. Those Jewish immigrants 

would be of far higher intellectual and cultural standards. So a 

sudden importation of many thousands of these highly developed 

people, would tend to dominate the rest of the country. There’s 

also the consid erat ion that the kind of immigrants needed ih 

Brazil are peasants, sturdy agricultural xp pioneers, aole to 

withstand the climate. The Jewish exiles from Germany, whom 

the High Commissioner would thus colonize, are city folk, mo^t

of them brain workers, perhaps not equipped lor the hard snips

of manual toil of pioneers in a country of stupendous tropical

I

j ungle.



treaty

AV A bout the only moralizing one can do over that Naval Treaty

in London Is that half a loaf is better than no bread,^ At least.

one supposes that this will be the only consolation that pacifists

1and champions of a small navy will offer each other. What it amounts 

to practicallyy is that ^oth Uncle Sam and John Bull can go ahead an 

build as many warships as they feel is necessary. Which means* we

assume, that both of them will feel at; liberty to increase their 

navies ad lib with a stern weather eye on the Mikado."^

The feeling in Washington is that the document, which

Norman Davis signed on behalf of Uncle Sam, is of doubtful value,

In fact, they say, that was determined last January when the 

Japanese representatives walked out,with a loud^nBanzailn The

consequence was of course that the only signers were England,

France and the U.S.A.

^However, the agreement does provide for one limitation. 

While it places no bounds to the number of battleships, it does 

limit their size. They’ve also promised that certain tynes of 

vessels will not carry guns above a certain calibre

Italy sat in at the game' and drew cards, but so far has
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refused to olay them. Dino Grand!, who represents Mussolini in 

London, is standing pat. As he expressed it, "Italy is ready to 

sign that Treaty but not while those 'sanctions are still nominally 

in force.

So the signing of the* Treaty isnTt such hot news. But

the grapevine telegraph has a story which is hot. It Isn’t

confirmed, but it sounds plausible.- The word is that Uncle Sam 

and John Bull are going to sign a little private treaty of their

own. The compact would be for the Stars and Stripes and the

Union Jack to fly over equal tonnage on the high seas. And that, 

obviously though it would never be diplomat!bally admitted, implies

a warning to Japan to watch her step.



Hav/aii.

At tne v^aldorf today I encountered five gentlemen from 

Professor Beck and four members of the University of

Hawaii Debating Team., They are.on a three month tour of the 

jk&-' United States, debating with teams from collages and universities

in forty states —■ holding sixty debates in all. The names of 

the debaters are first, Clarence Chang. Mr. Chang, what is your 

racial origin?

MR. CKAL-iG:- I am a Chinese of the third generation in Hawaii.

So that means I am now as Hawaiian as a pineapple.

IuT. The second is Robert Tira. You are a Japanese, are

you not?

I

<

I

MR, TIRA:- Yes, of the second generation in Hawaii, And that 

makes me as Hawaiian as the beach at 'Waikiki.

i,.T. :- The third is Prank Hustace, who looks pure Caucasian.

JiR, HUBTACB:- But I am not. I am a mixture of Anglo-Saxon, 

Hawaiian and Chinese. But I am just as Hawaiian as our volcano

Kilauea.

L.T. The fourth is Homer Hayes who tells me he is of Scotch

Irish-Englieh-Hawaiian origin. The second geixeraticn Scotc.i-
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HAWAII

At the Waldorf today X encountered five gentlemen from 

Hawaii. ProfesDor Beck and four members of the University of 

Hawaii Debating Ted®. They are.on a three month tour of the 

United States, debating with teams from collages and univereities 

in forty states — holding sixty debates in all. The names of 

the debaters are first, Clarence Chang. Mr. Chang, what is your 

racial origin?

MR. CHAilG:- I am a Chinese of the third generation in Hawaii.

So that means I am now as Hawaiian as a pineapple.

L.T, The second is Robert Tira. You are a Japanese, are

you not?

MR. TIRA;- Yes, of the second generation in Hawaii. And that 

makes me as Hawaiian as the beach at Waikiki.

L.T. The third is Prank Eustace, who looks pure Caucasian.

MR. EUSTACE:-'- But I a® not. I am a mixture of Anglo-Saxon, 

Hawaiian and Chinese* But I am just as Hawaiian as our volcano 

Kilauea.

L.T, ;« The fourth is Homer Hayes who tells me he is of Scotch

Iriah-En.glish-Hawaiian origin. The second generation Scotch-
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Irioh-iingliGh on one Bide; of the one thousandth Hawaiian 

generation on his mother's side, Homer ^ayes is not a Mid- 

Pacific name, and, he looks as though he might be a direct 

descendant of the famous queen Liliuokalani 

Mn, HAYES;~ iou guessed ■ right, Mr, Thomas, my i-eal name is 

not Homer Hayes, It’s ------

L,T, And two others - Messrs Cassstevens and Horth have just 

come in. How many debates has ycur team taken part in so far, 

Professor Beck, and how have they made out?

PROF, BBCK:- Twenty-two sc far. They have lost four. One 

of these to a girls' team at Radford College in Virginia,

The question for debate was: "Resolved, That Trial By Jury

Should Be Abolished," These fellows took the affirmative and 

took it on the chin,

L. T. Fourteen of the debates have been on the

question: "Resolved, That Congress Shall
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Have the Power to Over-ride Decisions of the United States Supreme

Court." They have found that to be the most popular question

throughout the nation. Sometimes these fellows take the

affirmative, sometimes the negative. They always let their host

have first choice as to sides. In spite of that, the team from

the University of Hawaii, has won eighty percent of the time.

In the South they found that the audiences were pretty much

%.gin" the Supreme Court. In New Hngland they found that the

-SpiTip±T? -in audience were ardent supporters of the nine 

venerable judges.

Another question they frequently debate is: "Should the 

Hawaiian Islands Be Made a State?" On that question, statehood 

for Hawaii, they have not been defeated. Mr. Homer Hayes —

Mfi. HaIESs- Hy=3Fdj^naine Is--—.—

L. T,: - O.K. But if you speak in that language I can't debate 

with you. At any rate, what are some of your arguments? Why 

should Hawaii be granted statehood?

MR. HaSKSs- Because the Islands are now firmly organized. Because 

we, the people of Hawaii assume all the burdens of statehood
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without having any vote representation in Congress. In fact we 

pay more Federal taxes for the support of the government of the 

United states than seventeen of the forty—eight states pay. 

Hawaii is not next door to Japan as so many Americans seem to 

think. It is much farther from Honolulu to Japan than it is 

from Mew York to Europe. And these are only a few arguments.

L.T.:- And they are mighty convincing.- Congratulations on the 

success of your tour* s©=s£5e»w I understand you are travelling 

under the auspices of that famous fraternity, Tau Kappa Alpha, 

and that Friday night you are going to debate against St. John’s 

College in Brooklyn. We’ll all drink a glass of pineapple juice

and wish you luck.
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TOWNSEND

That spj.it in the high command of the Townsend movement 

seemed this afternoon to be growing widez*. The rumor from Washington

was that several more tycoons of the organization were about to

follow the example of the Secretary-Treasurer,Robert E. Clements.

The rumpus comes at a dramatic moment. It happens ^ust

as a committee of the House was about to start one of their

investigation shows into that Two-Hundred-Dolla.r-a-Month.~for- 

Everybody pension movement.

course this news breaks as a severe shock to many

millions of people. It also causes a sigh of relief to statesmen

and business men who viewed the project with alarm. The organization

had attained really formidable proportions. It had got to the 

point where members of Congress who-disbelieved in » were really -

shaking in their legislative shoes* Severely as they disapproved

the idea, the organized pressure on them from constituents vras

causing many a head to ache.

Qg course no one man is unreplaceable in c.ny outfit

that includes some twenty million members. And that sta* the size

claimed for the followers of Dr. Townsend. However, Robert r,,
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CONGRESS WQME^]

Tonight in Washington, the wives of the congressmen 

are throwing a party for the First Lady of the Land, It's run by

the wife oi Congressman iCenny of Hew Jersey. The ladies of the

senators and thfl cahine**' members will be there. The hubbies will

tag along.

Therers one thing I can tell the collective better-half1
S'..-'. - ■ : |I

of Congress. It*s about a singer. At the party a young soprano
I

from Ohio, will hit a few high notes - Mary Maddox Diedrick. I 

heard her sing the other evening. She informed me that she was
'

just a country girl from Ohio, Zanesville. Then she told me

something that I will pass along as a warning.

Mary Diedrick dusting in the parlor one day, was

singing - as girls frequently do while dusting. She was just

swishing off the family fruit-bowl, highly decorated. At that 

moment she pitched her voice upward, and hit an P. above high 

She was so astonished that she let-the fruit-bowl drop, crash!

Ugp father was down in vhe cellar stoking the furnace 

When he heard the high F, he was so astonished that he let the

coal scuttle drop, crash! It was a crashing day. He sprinted up

s!
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the stairs, shouting: "Who sang that high note?"

"Thai,", says Mary Diedrick, "is what made me decide 

to become a singer."

Which leads to the warning for the ladies in Washington - 

when the soprano hits a high one-tonight, don't let her be holding 

a fruit-bowl, or she'll drop it. may-drop a coair

ooutt-l<r.



T.IV hinMORE

In a musty California court room, the plot of a touching 

old-fashioned melodrama was enacted today. It was the kind of 

melodrama that used to be described as a "three handkerchief play tf 

AThe curtain went up on the final act of the shocking, heart-rending 

Livermore case. The figure in the dock was a mother, accused of 

an assault with intent to murder her sixteen year old son.

You may recall the beginnings.of this affair last November,

The mother was fcoab Dorothy Livermore Longcope. Formerly she was
one of

the wife of Jesse Livermore,^the most spectacular V*:all Street 

operatois^^ba«M»^^c$BP©s» The sixteen year old boy was her son 

by Livermore. The dreadful event happened at a party in Mrs. 

Livermore* s house. In the middle of high conviviality, the roise 

of laughter and clinking glasses was interrupted by the sound of

a shot. Young Jesse Livermore was found on the floor

dangerously wounded. They rushed him to a hospital and for weeks

the doctors held out small hope for his recover^..

Those were troubled weeks for his mother, who had held 

the gun that shot him. But quite recently he left the hospital.

nevertheless, Mrs. Livermore haS to stand at the bar
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of justice. But in this case justice was tempered with mercy. 

Yeung Jesse took the stand v-nd said; »»lt wasn't mother's fault, 

it was mine." Then he explained that he had forced the weapon 

into his mother's hands and that while he was doing that, the 

gun went off. And the Court freed the Mother.



BAND

Have you ever wanted to put the quietus on a saxaphone player? 

One man In Illinois has done it. He is warden of the State 

Penitentiary at Joliet, and here's how it happened.

Every Sunday afternoon the prison band broadcasts a 

program from the chapel. The musicians, forty of them, receive no 

pay. Their only reward was a snack, good things to eat not on the 

ordinary prison bill of fare.

Last Sunday something went sour with those musicians.

The horn players were over-blowing, the saxaphonists were even 

sadder than saxaphonists usually are. The bars just wouldn't hold 

up. I don't mean the bars of the cells, the bars of the score.

As a rule the worst that music critics can do to a bad 

performance is to give the players a good roasting in the papers, 

and let it go at that. But the authorities of the prison had a 

more effective means of expressing their criticism. They avenged 

that dent in the prestige of the Joliet jail with a sentence - Ho

snacks, no good things to eat.”

The musicians refused to take their punishment lying down.

grabbtd ljneir instri^ents and played a charivari that made that

'

iffi



afternoon*s performance sound beautiful by comparison. It was,

from all accounts, a hullabaloo of rancid sounds.a. n
Unfortunately for them, the warden had the last word. 

The word, or rather the words, were - "solitary confinement for

the rest of the week." That silences even a saxaphone player,

4.nd tt also^teOT^ me:A. /V

SO LONG UNTIL TOMORROW


